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Ricks: The Treaty/Covenant Pattern in King Benjamin's Address (Mosiah 1-

the treaty covenant pattern
in king benjamins address mosiah

1

6

stephen D ricks

that

covenants of some kind were necessary to secure peace and
maintain order was a fundamental concept of society in the ancient
near east covenants held a significant position in the civic life of
ancient israel and also played a central role in its religious thought 2
similarly covenants and covenant making are widely attested in the
book of mormon 3 the covenant assembly described in mosiah has
attracted particular attention and has been fruitfully studied by
ritea and byjohn
by john tvedtnes
hugh nibley in the light of the ancient year rite4
as an example of a feast of tabernacles celebration 5 the formal
structure of this section of mosiah may also be compared profitably
with the treaty
covenant pattern attested in extant ancient near
treatycovenant
eastern treaty literature as well as in several large sections of the
pentateuch joshua and to a lesser extent in other old testament
writings 6 this article will investigate the possible cultic setting of
1
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these covenant passages in the old testament and in mosiah
study the treatycovenant
treaty covenant pattern as it is reflected in these texts
and in ancient near eastern treaty literature and then consider
the implications for the book of mormon as an authentic ancient
document
SETTING OF THE COVENANT ASSEMBLY

among the first to propose a connection between covenant
making and cult in the old testament was the norwegian old
testament scholar sigmund mowinckel 7 his arguments are however
not based primarily on the major covenant texts of the hexateuch
the five books of moses plus joshua but rather on psalms 550 and 8 11
where theophany is linked with covenant making and decalogue
formulas
gather my saints together unto me those that have made a covenant
with me by sacrifice

and the

heavens shall declare his righteousness

for god is judge

himself

but unto the wicked god saith what hast thou to do to declare my
statutes or that thou shouldest take my covenant in thy mouth
hagest instruction and easiest my words behind thee
seeing thou hatest
cawest a thief then thou consentedst
st with him and hast
consented
when thou sawest
been partaker with adulterers

thou

givest
divest thy mouth to evil and thy tongue grameth deceit
Ps 505 6 16 19

albrecht alt in his seminal study of the origins of israelite law
suggests that israels apodictic law an absolute and universally
applicable form of law of which the decalogue remains the parade
example was recited at the feast of tabernacles each sabbatical year 8
beut 3110 13
he supports his argument by appeal to deut
egmund mowinckel le decalogue paris felix alcan 1927 124 29
igmund
nicard
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berichie
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verlagsbuchhandlung 1968 1327 28 english translation the origins of israelite
in essays on old
testament history and religions trans R A wilson oxford basil blackwell 1966 128 29 alt termed
I
apodictic law of the type thou shalt and thou shalt not while the other category of law which alt
isolated casuistic is of the type if a man does such and such
then
for a current detailed
discussion of the characteristics of apodictic law see hans
rice
administration oflus
tice
justice
jochen boecker law and andadministration
hansjochen
of
oflustice
east trans jeremy moiser minneapolis augsburg publishing
eart
in the old testament and ancient near fast
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moses commanded them saying at the end of every seven years
in the solemnity of the year of release that is in the sabbatical year in
the feast of tabernacles

and

all israel is come to appear before the lord thy god in the place
which he shall choose thou shalt read this law before all israel in their

when

hearing

gather the people together men and women and children and thy
stranger that is within thy gates that they may hear and that they may
learn and fear the lord your god and observe to do all the words of
this law

and that their children

which have not known any thing may hear
and learn to fear the lord your god as long as ye live in the land
whither ye go over jordan to possess it

similarly gerhard von rad examines several covenant passages
in the hexateuch and suggests a cultic provenance for them on the
basis of the formal structural similarities in these passages von rad
claims that israel celebrated a periodic covenant renewal festival in
all likelihood at the feast of tabernacles since it was in earlier times
preeminently the festival to which the community came on pilgrimage
it is therefore inconceivable that the festival of the renewal of the
covenant between yahweh and the people should not be identified
with this same festival 9
As john tvedtness
Tvedt ness careful analysis has shown 10 the benjamin
pericope a passage of scripture which forms a self contained literary
unit in the book of mosiah reflects numerous details pilgrimage to
a cult site in this case the temple sacrifice of animals and dwelling
in booths among others in common with the classical prescriptions
for the feast of tabernacles celebration 11 all of this suggests the
tabernacles for the covenant assembly
same ritual setting the feast of Ta
bernades
in mosiah as for the covenant renewal festivals in the old testament
FORMAL STRUCTURE OF THE COVENANT ASSEMBLY

the formal structure of the benjamin pericope has equally striking
parallels to the covenant passages in the hebrew bible and to the treaty
the hexateuch and other essays
in the problem odthe
of rhe
new york mcgraw hill book company 1966 35 in a similar vein john bright writes in A history
histoiy of
israel philadelphia westminster 1981 171
that there was a regular
it is exceedingly probable
ceremony of covenant renewal whether annually or every seven years beut
deut 319 13 to which the
tribesmen would come with their tribute to the god king to hear his gracious deeds recited and his
commandments read and then with blessings and curses to take anew their oath of allegiance to him
9gerhard
9gerhardvon
von

10
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literature of the ancient near east in his essay on the problem
of the hexateuch gerhard von rad analyzes the deuteronomic
covenant into the following constituent elements 1 the historical
presentation of the events at sinai and the material surrounding
these events beut
deut 121 2615
deut 1 11 2 the reading of the law beut
3 the sealing of the covenant beut
deut 2616 19 and 4 the blessings
and curses beut
deut 27ff 12 he also divides the sinai tradition into
1 the exhortation ex 194 6
2 the historical recital of the events
3 the reading of the law ex 20 23
4 the
at sinai ex 19ff
3 32 off
promise of blessing ex 3320
ff and 5 the sealing of the covenant
3320ff
5520
5320
ex 24 on the basis of these structural similarities von rad
theorizes that the covenant ceremony consisted of a recital of history
and a proclamation of the law accompanied by oaths blessings and
13
curses 13this
this basic structure of the covenant was further nuanced by
a comparison with hittite treaties composed in the fourteenth and
thirteenth centuries BC approximately the same period of time
when the israelite exodus from egypt took place 14 the fundamental
elements common to both the hittite treaties and the covenant passages
in the old testament include the preamble the antecedent history
individual stipulations witness formulasoaths
formulas oaths of acceptance
blessings and curses and provisions for the recital and deposit of the
treaty covenant 15
these same constituent features also appear in the account of the
covenant assembly in mosiah in what follows we shall consider
manifestations of each of these elements in the covenant passages in
the old testament in the hittite treaties and in the account of king
benjamins address in mosiah
von

rad

the

problem of the hexateuch

27

ibid
athe
the constituent elements of the

sec
korosec
hittite treaty were first isolated and analyzed by viktor koro
14 the structural link between
staatsvertrage leipzig verlag von theodor weicher 1931 12
hethitische staxsvertrage
1214
in
the hittite treaties and the old testament covenant passages was first suggested by elias bickerman m
couper une alliance archives dhistoire du droit oriental 5 19
5 0 51
15
1533 reprinted with an additional
1950
part one leiden E J brill 1976 23 and
injewish and christian history pan
jewish
note in elias bickerman studies in unjewish
m covenant forms in israelite tradition biblical
were developed and expanded by george mendenhall in
m the bible and the ancient near east
archaeologist 17 1954 50 76 the literature on the treaty
treatycovenant
covenant in
since bickerman and mendenhall has been considerable dennis
Denni
dennisj
dennl
sJj mccarthy provides in his recent treaty and
dennise
covenant rome biblical institute press 1978 a thorough analysis of ancient near eastern treaties and their
pencopes
pen copes in
m the old testament as well as an extensive bibliography
structural relationship to the covenant peri
periscopes
pericopes
perl
15the
the specific names for these categories are to an extent my own but they are similar to those in
near eastern
other treatments of the treaty
covenant pattern in the bible for example thompson
treatycovenant
all of which
mendenhall covenant forms in israelite tradition 57 60 allofwhich
suzerain vassal concept 4 and andmendenhall
are based ultimately on the analysis of the constituent elements of the hittite treaty in
m korosec hethitische
staatsvertrage the biblical covenant passages which will be studied here include ex 19
3b 8 20 24
ab
193b
m the light of this pattern for example
deut 1 3311 and josh 24 other passages may also be analyzed in
beut
1
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preamble
preambletitular
descriptions
tio ns
descrip
titular descript
in the hittite treaties this section contains the name of the
suzerain making the treaty as well as other titles and attributes
these are the words of the sun muwatallis the great king king
16
of the land of hatti beloved of the weather god
the
parallel biblical passages introduce either god as the maker of the
ex 220011
covenant and god spake all these words saying
or the prophet who acts as the spokesman for god who remains the
ultimate initiator of the covenant proceedings andjoshua
and joshua said unto
josh 242
all the people thus saith the lord god of israel
similarly the actual proceedings of the covenant assembly in the
ofmosiah
book of
moslah begin and these are the words which he that is
mosiah
mosiah 29
benjamin spake and caused to be written saying
but here too although benjamin is speaking the words he is clearly
acting as the mouthpiece of god indeed a sizable part of his address
consists of words which had been made known to him by an angel
from god mosiah 32
since the biblical and book of mormon covenant accounts unlike
the hittite treaties are embedded in a historical narrative the actual
preamble to the covenant is generally preceded by additional background
details as in ex 191 3
in the third month when the children of israel were gone forth out of
the land of egypt the same day came they into the wilderness of sinai

for they were departed from rephidim and were come to the desert of
sinai and had pitched in the wilderness and there israel camped
before the mount
and moses went up unto god and the lord called unto him out of the
mountain saying thus shalt thou say to the house of jacob and tell
the children of israel
compare also josh 241 2 deut
beut 1111 5

similarly the details in mosiah 1111 2299 provide background information
necessary for understanding the setting of the covenant assembly

itself

the background of the mosiah section

at a time of transition in
the rule when the reigning monarch benjamin transferred the
kingship to his son is closely paralleled by biblical covenant passages
and hittite treaty materials indeed baltzer claims that the ideal of
kingship in israel was for the successor
to take office before the
covenant
andcovenant
and
mccarthy treaty snd

16 16mccarthy
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death of his predecessor and that this transfer of power
with covenant making ceremonies 17

is associated

antecedent history
this part of the hittite treaties contains mention of the past
kindnesses which had been shown by the suzerain toward his vassal
providing the rationale for the great kings appeal in the following
section which contains specific stipulations to his vassal to render
future obedience in return for past benefits when in former times
La barnas my grandfather attacked the land of
ofwilusa
milusa he conquered
wilusa
it
wilusa
milusa never after fell away from the land of
ofwilusa
the land of
remained friends with the king of hatti 18 the
hatti but
parallel biblical covenant passages retell gods mighty acts performed
on behalf of his people israel ye have seen what 1I did unto the
egyptians and how I1 bare you on eagles wings and brought you
unto myself ex 194 compare ex 202 josh 242 13 in other
instances the old testament covenant sections recount israels relations
with god and his prophet for example deut
beut 1155 and 329 in which
gods acts on behalf of israel and moses deeds and his relations
with israel are both related the mosiah passage includes a long
account of the past relations between king benjamin and his people
mosiah 29 19 king benjamin uses the thanks which the people
owe to him for his contributions to their welfare as an afortiori argument
for the greater thanks which they owe to god

and behold also if 1I whom ye call your king

who has spent his days in
do merit any thanks from you 0 how you ought to
your service
thank your heavenly king
who has created you from the beginning and is preserving you
from day to day by lending you breath
and even supporting you
from one moment to another
mosiah 219 21

individual stipulations
in the hittite treaties this section includes the specific obligations
which the vassal had to his overlord thou Alak
sandus shalt protect the
alaksandus
sun as a friend
if anyone says an unfriendly word about the sun
singest
sandus sinnest
and you keep it secret from the sun
then thou Alak
alaksandus
thee 19
before the oath of the gods let the oath of the gods harry thee19
baltzer covenant formulary 82
baitzer
blitzer
18 mccarthy treaty and covenant
ibid 2
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corresponding biblical sections contain those individual commandments
god placed his people under obligation to observe A major example
of this is found in exodus 20 23 where god after recounting his
mighty deeds on behalf of the israelites enumerates first succinctly in
the decalogue ex 203 17 and then in greater detail ex 211 2319
the commandments they are to observe benjamin s address also
contains numerous commandments the people are called upon to obey
believe in god believe that he is and that he created all things both in
heaven and in earth

and

again believe that ye must repent of your sins and forsake them
and humble yourselves before god and ask in sincerity of heart that he
would forgive you
mosiah 49 10 compare mosiah 222 24b 46 30

oatas
witness formulas
oaths of acceptance
formulasoaths
the hittite treaties contain clauses in which the gods are invoked
to witness and act as guaran
guarantors
tors of the treaties the sun god of
heaven lord of the lands shepherd of men the sun goddess of
arinna the queen of the lands the weather god are called to
witness this treaty 20 clearly such a clause would have been
unacceptable in a covenant in monotheistic israel in one instance
however a stone is designated as a witness to the covenant for it
hath heard all the words of the lord which he spake unto us it shall
be therefore a witness unto you lest ye deny your god josh 2427
in general though the people witness against themselves in the
event that they fail to observe the covenant josh 2422 or they say
all that the lord hath spoken we will do ex 198 compare ex 243
thereby implicitly calling upon god to act as the guarantor of the
covenant and its executor in the event of its nonfulfillment in the
benjamin section of mosiah following the king s address the people
express their desire to enter into a covenant with their god to
do his will and to be obedient to his commandments mosiah 55
they further demonstrate their willingness to obey by allowing their
names to be included among those who have entered into a covenant
mosiah 6611
with god to keep his commandments
I1

blessings and curses
the hittite treaties include a list of curses which would attend
those who failed to observe their treaty agreements and of blessings if
ibid
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Alak sandus break the
they did observe the covenants
if thou alaksandus
words of this document which are placed on this document then
and wipe thy seed from the face
may these oaths wipe thee out
deepest these words then may the thousand
of the earth but if thou keepest
with friendly hand 21
gods
keep thee thy wife thy sons
such a list of curses and blessings is also known from biblical literature
deuteronomy 27 28 contains the longest series of such curses and
blessings recorded in the bible
maketh any graven or molten image an
cursed be the man that mabeth
abomination unto the lord the work of the hands of the craftsman and
putteth it in a secret place and all the people shall answer and say amen
putteti
zetteth light by his father or his mother and all the
cursed be he that setteth
people shall say amen
cursed be he that removeth
remo veth his neighbors landmark and all the people
shall say amen

deut 2715
beut

17

blessed shalt thou be in the city and blessed shalt thou be in the
field
blessed shall be the fruit of thy body and the fruit of thy ground and
the fruit of thy cattle the increase of thy kine and the flocks of thy
sheep

deut 283
beut

4

more often in the old testament however the curses and blessings
are implicit in the covenant passages as in josh 2419 20
andjoshua
and joshua said unto the people ye cannot serve the lord for he is an
holy god he is a jealous god he will not forgive your transgressions or
your sins

if ye forsake the lord and serve strange gods then he will turn and do
you hurt and consume you after that he hath done you good
compare also ex 2320 33

in a similar manner the curses and blessings in the benjamin passage
in mosiah are also implied rather than explicitly stated
boeth this shall be found at the
and it shall come to pass that whosoever doeth
right hand of god for he shall know the name by which he is called for he
shall be called by the name of christ

and now it shall come to pass that whosoever shall not take upon him the
name of christ must be called by some other name therefore he findeth
lindeth
himself on the left hand of god
mosiah 59 10
ibid
211bid
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recital of the covenant and deposit of the text
the hittite treaties frequently though not invariably contain
provisions for the recital of the treaty document and for its deposit in
the temple moreover let someone read thee this tablet which 1I
have made for thee three times every year 22 the biblical covenant
sections also mention the recital of the covenant
and he moses
took the book of the covenant and read in the audience of the
people ex 247 compare also ex 197 other passages also mention
the writing and deposit of the text andjoshua
and joshua wrote these words in
the book of the law of god and took a great stone and set it up there
under an oak that was by the sanctuary of the lord josh 2426
mosiah
moslah records that the words
ofmosiah
compare beut
deut 272 4 the book of
of king benjamin were sent out among the people not only enabling
them to understand the proceedings of the covenant assembly but
also serving as a permanent record of that assembly mosiah 28 9
at the end of his address when all of the people expressed a willingness
to take upon themselves christ s name their names were recorded
mosiah 6611 As one of king benjamins last acts as ruler of the people
he appointed priests to teach the people
and to stir them up in
remembrance of the oath which they had made mosiah 63
the majority of the verses comprising the benjamin pericope
mosiah 11 241 324 27 46 30 52 63 66 reflect features
characteristic of the treaty
covenant pattern however certain
treatycovenant
passages mosiah 31 23 41 5 51 64 5 do not accord with this
pattern in part this is probably the result of the sections being an
account of the covenant ceremony and not simply a transcript of the
covenant 23 but in addition and perhaps more importantly it is
the result of benjamins sermonic intentions he is interested not only
that his people recognize the legitimacy of his son and successor and
that they formally renew their covenant with god but also that they
repent and experience a change in heart compare mosiah 52 6
john W welchs analysis of the chiastic pattern in mosiah 29 515
reveals that mosiah 311 27 a passage which with the exception of
verses 24 2 7 does not accord with the treaty
covenant pattern forms
treatycovenant
the centerpiece of the chiasmus
22ibid
ibid

elle to his study couper une alliance in studies unjewish
injewish
bickerman in the note additionelle
in jewish and
Addition
christian history 27 makes the point that no copies of covenants themselves have survived among the
Hitt ites and other peoples of the ancient near east actual copies of whose treaties
israelites in contrast to the hittites
have been discovered but only reports concerning the covenant rituals As a result there is frequently some
periscopes
peri copes in the old testament and in
imprecision in correspondence between the contents of the covenant pericopes
mosiah 1 6 as well and the contents and order of ancient near eastern treaties
13 13bickerman
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introduction 29 28
god is the heavenly king and man has obligations thereunder
god has physically created you
covenant peoples are servants of god
there is hope of exaltation after death
A coronation proclamation 229 301
30
501
11
II for obedience to the laws the lord and king impart victory
and prosperity 231 41 compare lev 26
contention is prohibited 232
111
III the angel makes declaration of christs atonili
ing mission for the salvation of mankind

32

10
TV
IV

11
II
IF

benjamin discusses the present
state of man and the point of his
conversion 311 27
there is a possibility of

reconciliation
the alternative of damnation is presented
B
the people fall to the ground
confess their iniquity and are
3
forgiven of their sins 41 31
111
IIF
III
lif benjamin gives testimony of the goodness and
lii
glory of god and his salvation 44 12
stipulations of the law require men to impart substance for
peace and social order 413 30 compare lev 25

contention is prohibited 414
A covenant proclamation 51
I
1

conclusion

god

56

15
151

15

heavenly father and will excommunicate upon breach
of obligations
god has spiritually begotten you this day
covenant people know god by serving him
there is hope of exaltation of the people after death 24
is

As this illustrates the passages in this pericope which contain according
that is mosiah 222
to our analysis the individual stipulations
24b 31 41 46 30 form an envelope around mosiah 31 43 the

core of the entire section in which king benjamin brings his people
to recognize and confess their sins and to obtain forgiveness for them

conclusion
hugh nibley has noted on numerous occasions one of the
best means of establishing a texts authenticity lies in examining the
As

14
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treatycovenant

TREATY COVENANT PATTERN IN THE OLD TESTAMENT AND IN MOSIAH
constituent element

ex 193b

preamble titular
descriptions

ex 193b

antecedent history

8

ex 194

ex 20 24

beut
deut

josh 24

mosiah

ex 201

deut 15
beut
deut 11
beut

josh 242a

josh

mosiah 29a
mosiah

241
aa
2a
241

11

ex 202

5

deut 16
beut
329

josh
242b 13
lgb 17 18a

1

6

1129a
1129
ll 29aa
mosiah

29b

2211

23 24a
25 30

a

individual
stipulations

ex 195

ex 203

6

beut
deut

4 26

2319

josh 2414

mosiah 222

18b 23

24b 31 41

46
witness formulas
oaths of acceptance

ex 19
1988

ex 243

josh
192
2416a
24l6a iga

30

mosiah 52

8

21 23

ano
curses
anocurses
blessings and

recital of the
covenant and
deposit of the text

ex 2320 33

ex 197

ex 244

8

beut 279
deut

mosiah
moslah
ah
mosi

2868

josh
2419b 20

deut 271 8
beut
319 24 26

josh
2425 27

mosiah
9a
28 aa
mosiah 61

59 15
324 27

6

3

degree to which it accurately reflects in its smaller details the milieu
from which it claims to derive 25 the extent to which the book of
fromwhich
mormon correctly mirrors the culture of the ancient near east in
matters of religious practice manner of life methods of warfare as
well as other topics especially those which were either unknown or
unexamined in joesph smiths time may provide one of the best
tests of the books genuineness in addition the extent to which the
book of mormon accords with ancient near eastern canons of literary
style and structure may also provide a test of authenticity chiasmus
a well known feature of classical prosody has been identified and
intensively studied as an element of biblical style only in the twentieth
century now as john W welchs researches have convincingly
demonstrated it has been identified as
asaa pervasive stylistic feature of
the book of mormon 26 the cultic life setting of the covenant renewal
festivals in the books of exodus deuteronomy and joshua has been
see for example hugh nibley lehi in the desert and the world of the jaredites
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compare john W welch chiasmus in the book of mormon bigham
bfigham young university studies 10
bngham
1969 69 84 the first of several published and unpublished studies which he has done on the subject
including those mentioned in notes 5 and 24
26 26compare
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identified as the feast of tabernacles and its form going back to what
must have been a far more ancient near eastern pattern has only
within the past several decades been analyzed to include a preamble
antecedent history stipulations witness formulas blessings and
curses and provisions for the recital and deposit of the text that
the covenant assembly in the book of mosiah has been found to have
the same ritual setting the feast of tabernacles as the covenant
renewal festivals in the old testament is remarkable that the covenant
ceremonies in both the old testament and the book of mosiah reflect
an ancient near eastern pattern prescribed for such occasions may
provide another control for establishing the genuineness of the book
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morrnon
mormon
non
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